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Brand New Life Online: Rise Of The Goddess Of Harvest 

Chapter 291: Leveling Up Many Skills! 

With Huginn out of the way, let's quickly check Saphee and Terra for some more Lore while I quickly 

spend some Skill Points into leveling some Skills and getting a few new ones. I want to prepare myself 

for whatever comes next. 

[Race]: [Abyssal Venomous Serpentes: Miðgarðsormr] 

A Monstrous snake said to be able to go around the world, although this myth is highly exaggerated… It 

often emerges from a swarm of powerful Venomous Snakes as the Queen and is capable of producing 

abyssal venom that drains the life of foes and causes paralysis and intense bleeding. 

Its fangs are near indestructible, and they can get through mostly anything. It can spit acidic venom to 

incapacitate a foe's eyes or even melt their skin. It is ferocious and take care of their dens. The strongest 

of them all are capable of creating small snakes familiars out of the venom they produce through Poison 

Magic, creating their own swarms. 

Woah, Saphee is really becoming… something way different than her previous self, I think. Or maybe 

she's getting closer now? Also her Farming Tool Tail suddenly turned into a weapon tail? So she can 

shapeshift between sword, axe, and spear. Maybe she could eventually learn the weapon techniques 

and fight both with poison magic and weapon techniques. 

And the description is… rather misleading. These names just came out of nowhere, but none really 

meant what they mean, so they feel like they're just there for fun. Maybe they could eventually evolve 

into beings fitting of such names? …Or maybe not, we'll see another day. 

[Race]: [Mystic Giant Cave Mushroom: Meshgaia] 

A gigantic cave Mushroom that has evolved after one thousand years of eating ores and crystals for 

nourishment. Meshgaia is said to be the deity of the Underground, Caverns, and Mushrooms, and this 

monster merely holds her name. Upon evolution, the monster becomes something of a Queen of 

Mushrooms, or a Matriarch, and is capable of giving birth to small clones of herself out of her own body. 

Such clones can move independently, attack, and do other labors for the Meshgaia, who often spends 

her day sitting eating more ores and crystals. The Clones cannot level up and are usually born with very 

basic skills from their mother's previous evolutions. They're surprisingly delicious as long as their poison 

is purified. 

S-So we can eat them! We can eat the mushrooms of Terra! 

…As long as I purify them. 

And how exactly can I do that? 

No idea… Maybe I can just use alchemy? Or my own antidote sap. 

Well, whatever's the case, we were already approaching the end of the tunnel leading us to the end of 

the Crystal Caves, and everything was awfully silent. 
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However, I could sense an ever-growing aura of miasma and darkness developing further and further 

within there… Whatever this Jeremias guy is doing, it is really bad. The entire forest where I've been 

having my adventures might be destroyed… 

I have to prepare, and also get stronger with what I've got at hand. Even if the higher leveled skills will 

drain even more Satiation and MP, I don't really care, I have to level them up for this battle. 

We already fought something at Level 55, if its even higher than that… 

Ding! 

[You exchanged 166 Skill Points!] 

[The [Photosynthesis: Lv1] Skill has Leveled up to Level 10!] 

[The [Life Drain: Lv3] Skill has Leveled up to Level 10!] 

[The [Daughter of Nature: Lv1] Skill has Leveled up to Level 10!] 

[The [Spiritual Barrier: Lv5 (Evolved)] Skill has Leveled up to Level 15!] 

[The [Plant Synthesis: Lv1] Skill has Leveled up to Level 10!] 

[The [Robust Body: Lv1] Skill has Leveled up to Level 10!] 

[The [Spirit Farming Tool Mastery: Lv5 (Evolved)] Skill has Leveled up to Level 15!] 

[The [Terrain Manipulation: Lv5 (Evolved)] Skill has Leveled up to Level 15!] 

[The [Soil Domain: Lv5 (Evolved)] Skill has Leveled up to Level 15!] 

[Photosynthesis: Lv10 (Max Level)] 

As a plant-type race, you're able to draw energy from sunlight and water and produce your own food, 

your satiation will automatically recover as you bathe in the sun, and all your Stats are increased 

temporarily while bathing in the sun by +50%, your recovery of HP and MP increases by +200% and the 

power of all your Skills and Magic is enhanced by +50% while photosynthesizing. 

Your Power as a Dryad has given you the ability to bathe in the sun at any time even when the Sun itself 

is not in the sky and even when you don't receive direct sunlight. As long as there's a source of light 

strong enough, it will be taken as the Sunlight itself. 

[Life Drain: Lv10 (Max Level)] 

As a powerful Nature and Life-Attribute Spirit, you're able to manipulate the life of your enemies and 

drain it directly from their bodies. Any attack you deal will drain 50% of the damage dealt as HP, and 

50% of the damage dealt as MP. All your attacks gain Drain Effects and you are able to combine this Skill 

with your [Great Spirit's Aura] to passively drain your foes HP and MP by 1% per minute. 

[Daughter of Nature: Lv10 (Max Level)] 



As a Dryad, a Forest Spirit, you are the daughter of nature itself, whenever you're close to a place with a 

high concentration of nature such as a forest, you receive a great enhancement to all your stats and 

magic capabilities. 

While being close to a place with a high concentration of nature, your Stats increase by +50%, your HP 

and MP regeneration is enhanced by +100%, and any ally near you receives an enhancement of +50% to 

All Stats and HP and MP Regeneration per Skill Level. Additionally, there's a 50% chance for nature 

surrounding you to protect you from lethal blows. 

Whenever you generate a Terrain Tile through special Skills, you're able to transform these Tiles at will 

into [Forest Tiles] which count as part of [Nature], which will activate this Skill's effect. However, only 

50% of its total effects will be granted in such conditions. 

All of these Skills have reached max level and have unlocked completely insane new effects! 
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After dumping over a hundred Skill Points, I leveled to max most of my Skills! The most interesting ones 

aside from the evolved ones were the old Skills I've been ignoring for a while. Always, whenever a Skill 

reaches Level 10, they gain brand new effects that can be rather gameplay-defying! 

Now Photosynthesis can act even when there's not even sunlight or day, as it can activate if I bring a 

Sunlight Spirit to enchant me with its sunlight, although the effects are reduced by -50%, it still an 

amazing passive buff that will always be there. 

However, that alone isn't everything, Life Drain has become completely amazing as well, and it is further 

enchanted as I can merge it with the Great Spirit's Aura I can bring out with my pact with the Great Spirit 

of Harvest and Nature. 

However, those weren't the only Skills that got such amazing enchantments: 

[Plant Synthesis: Lv10 (Max Level)] 

Using the power of a Dryad, you're able to manipulate the life of plants themselves, allowing you to fuse 

seeds of two different existing plants to create a new hybrid plant. This costs a variable amount of MP, 

and the results vary greatly depending in the quality of the plants. Any plant created through Synthesis 

has a lower rank than the lowest rank parent. The Skill success chance is 100%. If the synthesis fails, 

there's a 50% the seeds will be destroyed. Can only be used thirty times a day. 

Additionally, grants the ability to Synthetize new seeds within the imagination of the user at a greater 

level of speed and precision, with a reduction in the cost of MP by -50%. The Ability to create [Nature 

Spirit Servants] also becomes possible through seed creation, such servants can only exist as much time 

as MP is used for their seed creation. 

The [Nature Spirit Servants] can germinate into either [Wood Golems], [Vine Beasts], or [Flower Bards]. 

Their Stats and Skills Power is enhanced by +50% whenever there is Nature surrounding the user. 

[Robust Body: Lv10 (Max Level)] 
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As a Farmer your body has to exercise in the fields and constantly move to maintain your Farm at all 

times, due to this, your body naturally grows stronger and capable of harboring larger quantities of 

Stamina. HP, STR, and VIT are increased by +50%, and your Satiation Meter depletes at half the speed. 

This effects doubles upon being surrounded by [Nature] Tiles of any kind. 

Additionally, grants the Active Effect of activating [Body Reinforcement] by spending MP, which can 

enhance Max HP and VIT Stats temporarily as high as +100% based in how much MP is spent, and 

Satiation depletes at half the speed. 

Enhances Maximum Satiation by +50 

Plant Synthesis now allows for the creation of special Spirits Guardians that are temporary, kind of like 

Titan's Beast Spirits, but not as varied. With this I can produce an army of plants that can help us fill the 

ranks of our group and also to work as bait or shields for us. The Wood Golems seem to be tankers, 

while the Vine Beasts are attackers and the Flower Bards seem to be healers or buffers. 

And aside from this, there's also the Level 10 Robust Body, which amazingly now brings an Active Effect 

named [Body Reinforcement]! With it... well, it is pretty clear but I can reinforce my body and enhance 

HP and VIT to become temporarily tankier than before. And of course, how not to forget the +50 

Satiation I'll get, which is rather insane! I never thought Satiation could be increased like this. 

I could had leveled up these skills back then, but before evolving and all, I didn't even had as much Skill 

Points to spare around. I guess now I can really use way more of them. 

However, I am not done yet, I might end up spending most of my Skill Points now, as I've rearranged 

some Skills in my Status and took away Fishing and AGI UP from the Job Class Skills to learn some brand 

new Skills within my current Skill Trees. 

Ding! 

[You have Maxed the Level of over ten Different Skills!] 

[You acquired the [Skill Master] Title!] 

[You gained the ability to enter the [Skill Forge]!] 

...Huh? What's this?! 

[Skill Master] 

Acquisition Conditions: Max the Level of Ten Different Skills. 

Equip Bonus: Acquire the Ability to Access the [Skill Forge]. Enhances chances of [Super Success] in the 

[Skill Forge] by +20%. 

A Special Title given to those that have Mastered over ten different Skills. The gates leading towards the 

true way to acquire the strongest Skills has finally opened. 

"Wait! You finally got it!" 

Suddenly, the Guider Spirit pointed out. 



"Eh? What's this?" 

"That's the Skill Forge! It is a special function. This is where the fun finally begins. In here, you can spend 

Skill Points to merge Skills together!" 

"Eh?! That's a thing?" 

"Yes! However, to merge Skills you first need them to be at their Max Level, and only a certain amount 

of Skills can be merged together, this amount unlocks more over time as you evolve and change classes. 

Try it out!" 

"Then..." 

I quickly looked at the Skills I had and then decided something. 

Ding! 

[You Exchanged 118 Skill Points!] 

[You learned the [INT UP: Lv1] [WIS UP: Lv1] [MP UP: Lv1] [DEX UP: Lv1] [HP UP: Lv1] Skills!] 

[The [AGI UP: Lv1] [INT UP: Lv1] [WIS UP: Lv1] [MP UP: Lv1] [DEX UP: Lv1] [HP UP: Lv1] Skills have 

reached Level 10!] 

"And now... Skill Forge!" 

FLAAASH! 

Suddenly, it felt as if time was going very slowly. 

In front of me, something emerged, a floating furnace with an anvil in front and a floating hammer... 

It is really like a forge, alright. 

I quickly selected the Skills and placed them all together into the forge. 

[Do you desire to Merge the [AGI UP: Lv10] [INT UP: Lv10] [WIS UP: Lv10] [MP UP: Lv10] [DEX UP: Lv10] 

[HP UP: Lv10] Skills together?] [Cost: 50 Skill Points] 

"I do!" 

[The Skill Merging Event has begun!] 

[Smash the Skills with the hammer according to the rhythm of the flames of the furnace to increase the 

chances for a [Super Success]!] 

Wait, what? 

This is a rhythm game now?! 
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As I was suddenly sucked into the Skill Forge Space, I was given a hammer, an anvil, and a very hot 

rainbow-colored flame inside a very hot furnace! The rules were simple, the chances for success were 

always 100%, but if I wanted a [Super Success], I would have to do my best in this mini event. 

"Wait, what is this?" I asked to the guider. 

"[Super Success] is when something you create gains an additional effect, enhanced quality, or more! In 

terms of the Skill Forge, whenever it happens, your fused Skill will become way stronger and might also 

gain additional Levels completely for free!" Said the Guider Spirit. 

"I see… Alright, let's do this!" 

FLAAASH! 

[The Skill Forge Event has begun!] 

Suddenly, the flames of the furnace began to dance around a mystical and spiritual rhythm. The rainbow 

flames reached my hammer as I suddenly saw sparks over the skills floating in front of the anvil, which 

resembled bubbles of translucent light. 

"Now, Planta! Smack it whenever you see the flames flickering and the sparks emerging!" 

"A-Alright!" 

CLANK! 

FLUOSH! 

CLANK! CLANK! 

FLUOSH! 

FLAAASH! 

"Uwaaah!" 

"Don't panic, it won't hurt you! Keep smacking!" 

"O-Okay!" 

FLUOOSH! 

The flames quickly tried to swallow me whole, but I fought with my hammer! 

CLANK! CLANK! CLANK! 

FLUOSH! FLASH! FLUOSH! 

"D-Damn it, it is winning?! I am not going to lose to this!" 

CLANK! CLANK! CLANK! CLAAANK! 

FLAAAASH! 

Suddenly, the rainbow flames became tamed, as if they suddenly acknowledged me… 



Only to emerge even stronger, attempting to swallow my entire body! 

FLUOOSH! 

"Noo!" 

CLANK! CLANK! CLANK! 

FLUOSH! FLUOSH! FLUOSH! 

CLANK! CLANK! CLANK! 

FLUOOSH! 

CLANK! CLANK! 

FLAAASH! 

The flames quickly diminished, and then…! 

BOOOOOMMM!!! 

An enormous explosion of rainbow flames covered my entire body. 

The bubble-shaped skills converged together in an instant, as I was panicking by not knowing what the 

heck was going on! 

The bubbles representing the skills became a single, beautiful golden bubble, which then began 

flickering, and flickering… 

FLAAASH! 

And then, it turned from golden to rainbow-colored! 

Right after that, I heard victory music in the background. 

Ding! 

[SUPER SUCCESS!] 

[The Merged Skill has undergone a special Evolution and has gained new Effects and +10 bonus levels!] 

[You have created the [All Stat Super Boost: Lv10 (Fused Skill)] Skill!] 

[All Stat Super Boost: Lv10 (Fused Skill)] 

A Special Skill that can only be created upon the Fusion of all Stat Up Skills. Enhances All Stats by +100% 

passively (invisible buff) and Skills Damage and Effects are enhanced by +30% at all times upon 

equipping the Skill into any Skill Slot. 

Additionally, generates an [All Stat Super Boost] Aura that enhances the Stats of your allies nearby by 

+30% and Skills Damage and Effects are enhanced by +10%. 

The Skill has been automatically equipped into the [Subclass] Skill Category. 



FLASH! 

And then, I was quickly brought back to reality, as if the Skill Forge thingy was merely an illusion! 

Ah, right, I wanted to learn some new Skills too! 

Ding! 

[You exchanged 100 Skill Points!] 

[You learned the [Spirit Ranch: Lv1] Skill!] 

[The [Spirit Ranch: Lv1] Skill has Leveled up to Level 10!] 

[You learned the [Spiritual Infusion: Lv1] Skill!] 

[The [Spiritual Infusion: Lv1] Skill has Leveled up to Level 10!] 

[You learned the [Elemental Spirit Seed: Lv1] Skill!] 

[The [Elemental Spirit Seed: Lv1] Skill has Leveled up to Level 10!] 

[You learned the [Spirit Fusion: Lv1] Skill!] 

[The [Spirit Fusion: Lv1] Skill has Leveled up to Level 10!] 

[You learned the [Terrain Expansion: Lv1] Skill!] 

[The [Terrain Expansion: Lv1] Skill has Leveled up to Level 10!] 

These are all brand new Skills from the two new Skill Trees I got, the Hamadryad Skill Tree and the Spirit 

Farmer Skill Tree! I couldn't really see what they were about specifically, but I am sure they're good! 

[Terrain Expansion: Lv10 (Max Level)] 

A Special Skill that the ancient Hamadryads can learn, it grant the Passive Ability to expand already 

existing Terrain Tiles by an additional +10 with each already existing Terrain Tile. 

Example: If the Player creates 2 Tiles of Terrain, those 2 become 20. 

It is very simplistic but incredibly broken! Oh my god, this is the power of a Hamadryad! It was actually 

more balanced if one leveled it slowly, as it was +1 Tile with each Skill Level, but I maxed it right away so 

I get it all in one fell swoop! Hehehe… I have become rather shameless. 

[Spirit Ranch: Lv10 (Max Level)] 

The Most Basic Ability of a Spirit Farmer. Grants the Ability to create a small Pocket Space where Spirits 

can be raised. Any Spirit that has been summoned can be placed inside of this space where they can 

grow bigger and even evolve into stronger variants. Additionally, if no Spirits are placed inside, there will 

be 10 Spirit Sprouts inside at all times, which will grow into Lesser Elemental Spirits. 

Whenever the Skill is activated, Spirits can be brought outside to fight or assist the Player. When Spirits 

are called for fighting, their stats will be boosted by +50% and their Abilities, Skills, and Magic Power by 

+25%. However, after 5 Minutes, these spirits will disappear. If Spirits are called to assist the user and 



not fight, their ability to help at Farming or other non-combat activities is boosted by +200%. However, 

they disappear after 1 Hour. Spirits that are called out cannot be retrieved back into the Spirit Ranch. 

Maximum Spirit Capacity: 10/50 

Woah, this is amazing. I could call this… the Spirit Pocket, I guess. In here I can store the Spirits I 

summon, from the Dragon Vein ones to anything else, and maintain them here until I need them. And 

the maximum capacity is up to 50! Like this I could always prepare for battle and don't need to bother 

bringing spirits out of the dragon veins all the time in the middle of a battle, not making it as random 

anymore if I can prepare well enough beforehand. 

And above all, there's already ten of these Spirit Sprouts inside! 
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I quickly decided to take a small peek at the Spirit Ranch, finding out there were ten Spirit Sprouts 

awaiting to be brought out at any moment. It seems that whenever it is empty ten Spirit Sprouts will 

appear after some hours. I guess I can always have available 10 Lesser Sprits from these Sprouts. But the 

cooldown in between them sprouting and the limit of only ten makes it so I don't have unlimited spirits I 

can bring out for free. 

The interior of the Spirit Ranch seemed rather sizable, and it looked like a beautiful farm field like the 

one back at my home inside the game… I will visit it once everything here's done for sure! 

Anyways, moving forward… 

[Spiritual Infusion: Lv10 (Max Level)] 

The natural Ability of a Spirit Farmer. Grants the Ability to infuse Spirits into objects, areas, skills, or 

other types of magics, or even the Player itself, or other Players within the user's Party. Already existing 

Spirits can be freely manipulated into being infused, and once infused, their [Spirit Aura] and [Spirit 

Magic Effect] is activated for 5 Minutes. Spirit Powers can be stacked for up to 5 Times. Each Spirit has 

their own unique Spirit Aura and Spirit Magic Effect. And there are several special effects generated 

depending in where the Spirits are infused. 

Additionally, if Spirits are infused at the time of Creating an Item through Alchemy, Forging, Crafting, 

and other related Activities, there's a 50% chance (with each Spirit infused with a max amount of 5) that 

such Spirits Powers might be passed down into the item, granting Unique Effects, Skills, Stat Boosts, or 

completely changing the Item. 

This one sounds like it is ideal for a lot of things! With this I can begin infusing Skills into anything. Hell, I 

could even infuse them into my own food and see if there's a chance for the food to evolve, or in the 

potions I make with Acorn, or even… in the crops at my farm! Maybe that's the true power of a Spirit 

Farmer… Now there's just endless possibilities. 

[Elemental Spirit Seed: Lv10 (Max Level)] 

A Special Ability for Spirit Farmers. Grants the Ability to create specific seeds through Plant Synthesis or 

the Racial Skill of Dryads named [Elemental Spirit Seeds] which can be planted for a 50% chance for a 
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Spirit Crop to grow out of it. In case of no Spirit Crop, a Magical Crop, a lesser version of Spirit Crop will 

grow. 

Spirit Crops, in the other case, are special crops of vegetables, tubers, and fruits that can be harvested 

after being taken care of and growth properly, and which will become special high grade consumable 

items with a wide variety of random effects. Some are referred as "Spirit Treasures" due to their rarity 

and value. 

There's also the option of creating Spirit Seeds for Spirit Sprouts instead. Additionally, there's a 50% 

chance for Spirit Sprouts to be High Spirits instead of Lesser Spirits and for Spirit Crops to be one Quality 

Grade higher than they would be originally. If desired, the Elemental Spirit Seeds can be used 

immediately to summon Lesser Spirits through Spirit Sprouts when planted in specific Terrain Tiles for 

Combat. 

Additionally, passively enhances all Summoned Spirits Strength and Magical Power based in each Terrain 

Tile compatible with them by +1%. 

Well, never mind. I can actually just summon Spirit Sprouts if I ever wanted using this! Well, it'll cost MP 

anyways, but it might come in handy somehow. They might be cheaper to summon than the Spirits from 

Dragon Veins, maybe. Also this Skill seems more oriented for non-combat. So I'll abuse it once I'm back 

in the farm. 

[Spirit Fusion: Lv10 (Max Level)] 

An Ultimate Ability for Spirit Farmers. Grants the ability to Fuse Spirits together even more smoother 

than through using other methods such as Spirit Enhancement. Fused Spirits will result in even stronger 

Spirits with powerful attacks, spells, and skills. Depending on the type of spirit, they might remain 

fighting for up to five minutes or disappear once they unleash their single powerful attack/spell. 

Additionally, there's a 50% chance for the Spirit Fusion to be a [Super Success] which will bring out an 

even stronger Spirit to battle, or to assist you in combat. The Power of Fused Spirits depends on Skill 

Level, MP cost is reduced based on Skill Level. 

And the last of the batch, the official power of Fusing Spirits without any weird methods that come out 

of nowhere, Spirit Fusion as a Skill will be even better and stronger than how we normally do it in here. I 

will make sure to use it to its fullest potential. 

"We are here…" 

Suddenly, Titan stopped us from advancing, as we reached the end of the Crystal Caverns and found 

ourselves in front of the entrance to the Root Forest. The entire passage was covered by Miasma which I 

continuously purified by smacking the floor with my weapon, stretching it into a long staff. 

"This is the Root Forest Entrance… If Jeremias or the Cultists are not in the entrance, it means the 

Barrier was broken…" Titania noticed. 

"Wait, there was supposed to be a barrier here?!" I asked in surprise. 

"Yes, there's a powerful Spiritual Barrier in here, however, it seems to have been shattered by the 

power of the Demon King of Miasma! It seems he had finally become desperate if he's trying to use 

humans to destroy our forest now… We have to quickly put a stop to this! Let's go!" Titania quickly led 



us inside, as we immediately ran afoot, the ceiling was too small and the passages too stretchy to fly 

anymore. 

The entire place, honoring its name, was indeed covered completely with roots everywhere. They grew 

out into all directions, some melding into the walls, others into the ceiling, and some into the floor and 

going right below it. This place was very confusing to navigate as well, even with the Automatic Map 

Function, and there was Miasma infecting the roots everywhere, I had to cleanse everything unless I 

wanted the trees to turn into monsters or something! 
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(A few minutes ago…) 

After leaving over half of his group behind to deal with the Immortal Players, Jeremias rushed forward, 

crossing the rest of the Caves atop the Brainwashed Drakon Emperor he had tamed using Miasmic 

Magic. 

A smile surged on his lips as he finally found the entrance moving towards the depths of the caves and 

the underground of the Forest of Beginnings, the Heart of Verdant and perhaps even of the world, 

where most Spirits were born! 

"The Root Forest, it is finally here!" 

He quickly charged forward, only to be stopped by an invisible wall made of powerful Spiritual Energy! 

CRAAASH! 

"Uuuggh…!" 

"RAAARRR!" 

The Drakon he mounted roared in pain, stepping back fearfully. 

"Easy there boy… I know it hurts, but you've gotta… You know, pull through." 

Jeremias smiled, quickly gathering his Miasmic Magic into the tip of his Staff, and then conjuring a 

powerful forbidden Spell into his Drakon Emperor! 

FLUOOOOSSSH! 

"ROOOARRRR!" 

The Drakon roared, powered up and going completely berserk. Jeremias quickly jumped away from the 

monster's back, as the abominable creature rushed forward, impacting the barrier with all its might. 

CRAAAASSSSSSHHH!!! 

"ROOAAAARRRR!!!!" 

"Keep pushing! Destroy yourself if necessary! Break that Barrier!" Jeremias tyrannically ordered the 

Monster. 
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The Drakon continued pushing and pushing, even when its body began to be burned and melted away 

into a soup of flesh and scales. The Drakon's Aura surged from within its body, exploding into an 

enormous blast of pure darkness that impacted the barrier, its very core shattered as the beast 

detonated itself on a last struggle! 

BOOOOOOMMMM!!! 

Crack… crack…! 

The Barrier was covered by deadly miasma everywhere, quickly gaining countless cracks that shattered 

the entire barrier and ultimately opened a way for everyone to get through. 

Not only that, but the barrier was so damaged and infected by the Miasma that it completely 

deactivated, the Tree of Beginnings quickly felt an enormous amount of pain. 

"UUUAAGGH!" 

His scream echoed across the entire forest, Fairies, Gnomes, Brownies, Squirrel-kin, and the Spirits of 

the Forest, and even the Mushroom Brigade and Monsters and Beasts looked all back to the Tree's 

scream. 

It was almost guttural in nature, making everyone feel a terrifying feeling deep inside their souls and 

bodies. People began to panic. 

"What is happening?!" 

"Was that… the forest screaming?!" 

"The Tree of Beginnings… It is suffering!" 

"Why?! What's going on?!" 

"This is bad… this is really bad!" 

The Fairies around the Fairy Country panicked, as they watched over Queen Titania, who was asleep 

over her bed to concentrate into being of help for Planta and the rest through her Spiritual Projection. 

"Queen Titania, what sorts of dangers are you facing?" The several Fairies wondered… 

Meanwhile, the laughter of Jeremias could be heard all over the Root Forest. His wicked red eyes filled 

with fanatism over an aberrant being that simply wanted to lay waste into this entire world delighted 

themselves before the scream of the Tree of Beginnings! 

"Bwahahaha! Yes, scream! SCREAM! Once we destroy the last child of the Original Spirit Tree, this entire 

world will be doomed to become a wasteland of Miasma! Our Lord shall reign supreme, and all of us will 

rule this world!" 

Jeremias spoke with insane words but his fellow cultists all celebrated. The only thing these insane guys 

wanted was to lay waste of this beautiful world and bring forth a new world. A new world where their 

past mistakes and all those they abhorred could be left behind, a completely new beginning. 



"Continue infesting everything! The more the better!" He ordered, as the other cultists continued 

infusing shadows made of miasma into every root they saw. 

As they moved as fast as possible, Jeremias quickly spotted a hidden, underground sanctuary… It was 

like an ancient ruin. And within it, being protected by these ancient ruins, there was beautiful roots 

covered with the richest spiritual essence in this entire forest. 

"Yes… it is here… The Sanctuary of the Tree of Beginning! And… If we are here then… as Master has said, 

he had already prepared something beforehand!" 

Jeremias quickly loaded his entire body with Miasma, enhancing his physical body and then smashing 

the ground with his foot as hard as possible. 

CLAAASSSSH!!! 

The ground shattered into pieces, opening a hole he quickly flew down to by generating large bat-like 

wings made of materialized Miasma. A smile surged on his lips as he witnessed the thing he found deep 

down, a sphere containing an insane amount of Miasma within with countless Miasmic roots reaching 

deep underground. 

This was the job of the Demon King of Miasma, naturally! Over the many years he had been slowly 

infecting this forest, he worked the hardest to create a concentration of the Miasma he infused within 

the soil beneath. The Miasmic Monsters, and all the other infections happening were all due to this 

concentration of Miasma, so deep underground nobody could ever find it. 

"It is here… Master is here! The Miasmic Core… no, the Chaos Core!" Laughed Jeremias. 

Jeremias was about to touch the floating sphere of pure chaos and miasma, however, a zap within hit 

his hand, quickly turning it into ashes. 

ZAAAP! 

"Unnggh?! M-Milord? Why are you neglecting me?!" He cried. His Miasma quickly regenerated him a 

new hand, as he tried to touch the sphere again… 

This time, nothing bad happened. 

"Ohh…" 

He quickly realized something. 

To be able to use the power of his Master, he first had to forfeit all of his weak and pathetic human 

body, and become something completely new, the true Vessel of the Demon King… a being made 

entirely out of Miasma and Chaos! 

"I see… The process shall be slow and agonizing… But I can see the guidance of my Master!" 

As Jeremias was about to forfeit his entire body in a slow and painful process, he quickly sensed an 

enormous quantity of Life and Nature Elemental Spirit Essence spreading, coming right from the Crystal 

Caverns, and then reaching the Root Forest in less than a few seconds! 

FLAAAASSSHH! 



"What the…!?" 

Jeremias flinched, quickly realizing who it was… 

"Lord Jeremias, they're here!" 

"The Immortals!" 
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As we continued running forward, I began utilizing my skills to their maximum potential, disregarding my 

MP completely! I summoned a small Sunlight Spirit and kept him near to me. Spirits summoned through 

Dragon Veins can keep up with me for as much as an hour if they don't do anything at all than just 

following me. So this little sunlight spirit activated my Photosynthesis Skill quite easily, and enhanced my 

stats even further, alongside my HP and MP regeneration. 

"Great Spirit, I need your help!" 

"Count on me, Planta!" 

"Guys, while I smack the place, you look for any threats!" 

"OKAY!" 

Everyone nodded, as the only one in the team with the power to change Terrain, I had to do all the job, 

the least everyone could do is protect me with everything they had. 

"MEEEE!" 

"Let's go Belle!" 

As I mounted Belle, we galloped around the Root Forest rapidly and moving forwards. Everyone else 

kept up with us by flying as fast or mounting their own Familiars. I consecutively hit the ground using my 

Shovel-shaped weapon, constantly unleashing shockwaves of Spiritual Essence everywhere. 

FLASH! 

[The Terrain has changed!] 

[You gained +6 Terrain Tiles!] 

[The Terrain Tile has suddenly expanded due to the effects of [Terrain Expansion]!] 

[You have expanded your Terrain by +60 Tiles instead! 

FLAAASSSSSHHH!!! 

The entire surroundings gained color in mere seconds. Dozens of Spirit Sprouts appeared within the 

surroundings as well as the Miasma was completely cleansed! 

[You have converted the surrounding Terrain into a [Forest Terrain]!] 

[The Power of [Nature] is making you and your allies stronger!] 
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FLUOSH! 

The power of more Skills such as Daughter of Nature activated. These not only boosted my power and 

my Regeneration, but also those of my surrounding allies by a bit, everything stacked together, as we 

continued moving, an enormous wave of spiritual essence of rainbow color continued pushing forward, 

purifying the Miasma everywhere and bringing back to a healthy state all the trees! 

"We are doing it!" I couldn't help but smile. 

However, a sudden projectile at an incredible fast speed reached my face! 

"PLANTA!" 

Titan immediately shielded me with his body. 

CLAAASH! 

A Barrier he had easily broke apart as he was suddenly pierced by an enormous blade imbued with 

Miasma. 

"Titan!" 

"Don't worry, I am fine!" 

He quickly grabbed the sword and took it off his chest. He was bleeding sap, but the wound quickly 

began to regenerate. My very presence and the Terrain effects cleansed any Miasma from his wounds. 

"More importantly, there are more coming!" Achlys said, as she quickly spoke to everyone else, an 

enormous quantity of Blades imbued with Miasma were fired at us from all directions! 

By spreading out my senses using Huginn's All Seeing Eyes, I quickly spotted the culprits, six Cult 

Members firing these Miasmic Blades through conjured Magic Circles. They were desperately trying to 

fend us off from reaching further. 

However, we were going to break through no matter what! 

"Onwards!" Titan roared. "Planta, don't you worry, we'll protect you!" 

"Let me give you a little hand though!" I said with a smile, quickly conjuring some spells. "[Grace of 

Nature]! [Forest Fairy Call]! [Magical Flower Garden]!" 

FLAAASH! 

Suddenly, an enormous flash of light took over the entire [Terrain] I was taking over, as the Tiles all 

began to change. The Healthy Soil I had transformed those Miasma Tiles into suddenly began to flourish 

with beautiful flowers everywhere. It was like an ocean of colors. 

Even the darkness surrounding us changed as if the flowers were bringing the light of sunlight into our 

surroundings! Just like back then against the Snake Queen, I have conjured this powerful Terrain, the 

Magical Flower Garden Terrain! 

"This power… I can feel it once more!" 



Titan suddenly was one of the first ones to receive the power of this Terrain, just like back then, I had 

already assumed before that it might be because he was an Ent and was very connected to Nature. And 

just like the first time, his entire body bloomed with many flowers everywhere! 

"This feeling… I have yet to get accustomed to it…" 

Suddenly, I felt a Spiritual Connection with him and only him. Of course, it was most likely because, just 

like me, was also a Nature Spirit Player! And like before, it felt as if I was instinctively doing something. I 

was giving him a command. 

"Garden Guardian, Rise!" 

FLASH! 

Titan's flowers bloomed as they transformed, merging with his bark, and turning into an incredible and 

colorful armor. He suddenly gained a gigantic spear made of colorful metal and his body emanated a 

rainbow aura, now, even stronger than before! 

Ding! 

[You have assigned the compatible [Player: Titan] as your temporary [Garden Guardian Commander]!] 

[Your Terrain and your Powers and the Great Connection you hold with [Player: Titan] have made the 

[Garden Guardian Commander] Title Evolve into [Mystical Garden Guardian Knight Commander]!] 

FLAAASH! 

"I am growing even stronger?!" 

Titan suddenly saw a long red cape emerge from his back, made out of leaves. He gained a second and 

powerful spear in his other arm, and his armor continued becoming bulkier as well. 

"Then let's do this!" 

He immediately charged forward, and as if they heard his call, many of the flowers in this expansive 

garden also awakened, they were all adorable little flower soldiers and flower beasts, raising their arms 

and marching onwards! 

Titan rushed forward, slashing through the various projectiles using his newfound powers as he 

unleashed powerful piercing blows with those spears he gained. Behind him, an army of tiny flower 

soldiers and flower beasts emerged from within the terrain, working mostly as bait for the attacks than 

anything. 

CLAAASH! CLAAASH! CLAAASH! 

"I found you!" 

Titan's enormous size quickly broke through the blows as he absolutely tanked everything, reaching one 

of the Cult Members! 

"I won't die without a fight, you monster!!! [Miasmic Sacrifice: Miasma Demon Transformation]!" 



The cult suddenly exploded into an enormous amount of black smoke, as his body suddenly began to 

shapeshift into an aberrant and twisted form… 
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Everyone saw with surprise as the Cultist went insane and then exploded into black smoke after 

chanting a weird incantation. Seconds after, his entire body resurfaced from the dark fog, anew. His skin 

had turned purple and his eyes red. 

He had a third eye on his forehead and long, black horns spiraling upwards. Wings on his back 

resembling those of bats, and a long, pointy tail His claws were covered on scales and of course, those 

claws which used to be normal nails were black and sharp as knives. His body became muscular and he 

was around… three meters tall now, although not as tall as Titan. 

"I WILL FIGHT TO THE DEATH FOR A NEW FUTURE!" 

He rushed forward, attacking Titan with everything he had. His fists flared with black flames and erupted 

into countless explosions as he started hitting Titan's wooden chest with consecutive fists, tremors 

spread across the underground caves. 

BOOOM! BOOOM! BOOOM! BOOOM!!!! 

"HAHAHA! THIS POWER IS… AMAZING! DIE! DIE! DIE!" 

The Cultist went insane attacking Titan countless times… however, he quickly realized that something 

was wrong. Despite his amazing power up, why was Titan still standing there? And even more, 

unharmed?! 

Titan looked down at the man, I could tell he seemed unfazed. 

"What's wrong, man? Ran low on gasoline already?" 

Titan's very words echoed across the man's senses, his face growing with pure despair! 

"W-What the…? Eh?! I… I should be stronger! What is this?! RAAAAAH!" 

He quickly began hitting Titan again, but nothing than flashy black smoke explosions came out of his 

blows! Magic exploded, enormous chaotic blades appeared, but nothing… nothing did anything to Titan! 

"Enough already? Are you tired? Let me give you a hand!" 

Titan suddenly raised his two spears, as Mana was infused into them, and in a mere second, a combined 

attack reached the Demon in front of him, blasting him away with an enormous piercing beam of 

spiritual power. 

CLAAAAASSSHHHH!!!! 

"GUUUUAAAAGGGGH…!" 

The scream of the man echoed, as the other cultists panicked. Not only due to being blown away, but 

his entire body began to burn, the miasma of his body easily purified and then, he turned to ashes! 
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FLAAAASH!!! 

"Hoh… This is not just Planta's strength help. My own Skills too are helping… I've really gotten stronger." 

Titan sighed. "But I still owe most of it to Planta!" 

The other cultists looked at the scene in utter disbelief. 

"T-That was a Miasma Demon, they're Level 55 in power, aren't they?!" 

"He was defeated so easily?!" 

"Is there even a chance?!" 

"I-It doesn't matter is there one or not! FIGHT!" 

"Yeah! A-As long as we buy time!" 

BOOOM! BOOOM! BOOOOM! BOOOOOMMM!!! 

All the Cultists suddenly began to explode into black smoke. The last six of them turned into Miasma 

Demons of almost the same generic appearance as the previous one that Titan slain! 

However, this time, they quickly began touching the surrounding Roots, infesting them with Miasma and 

mutating the tree roots into monstrous beings named Miasmic Treant, which quickly started pouring by 

the dozens! 

"You damn…! DON'T YOU DARE TOUCH THE TREES!" 

I roared furiously, as I saw the Miasmic Treants emerge one after the other, I hit the ground with all my 

fury, as an explosion of Spiritual Essence erupted, flowing to all sides. The shockwave combined with the 

effects of many of my skills. 

FLAAAASSSHHH! 

The Tiles quickly returned to their healthy state as the roots became healthy once more as well. the 

Miasmic Treants tried to resist the power but were consumed, suddenly blooming with countless 

flowers and shining with bright light, and turning their backs, suddenly fighting their creators! 

"W-What the?!" 

"You're our slaves, obey us!" 

"You damn piles of trash!" 

The Miasma Demons quickly began being swarmed by their own creations. Naturally they were 

stronger, so they easily began tearing them all apart and once more trying to infect the Roots once 

again. But my Familiars and my friends got there beforehand! 

And also, an army of Wood Golems, Vine Beasts, Flower Bards, Flower Knights, Flower Beasts, and 

Lesser Spirits sprouting out of Spirit Sprouts constantly! This was my own army! 

"AAAAGH! So many damn small fries!" 



The demons quickly were swarmed from all sides, inhibiting their movements! The small fries I created 

were indeed small and weak, but they served their purpose well, distracting them enough for the rest of 

my team to catch them! 

"SHAAAA!" 

Saphee quickly began biting the arms of one of the Miasma Demon, imbuing her venom into his entire 

body and paralyzing him on the spot! 

"UUUAAGGH…! M-My body…! Unnggh…! I should be immune to poison!" He cried in shock. 

"SHAAAAA!" 

Saphee's tip of her tail shapeshifted into a sharp blade, piercing through the demon's entire body and 

slicing him into shreds mercilessly. 

SLASH! SLASH! SLASH! SLASH! 

"CRAAAAH!" 

Meanwhile, Huginn attacked from above using Shadow Sneak to sneak around shadows, catching one of 

the Miasma Demon's back and giving him an enormously strong consecutive kick attack! 

BAAAM! BAAAM! BAAAAMM! 

"UUGGH…!" 

CLASH! 

The Demon fell into the floor, most of his bones broken as he vomited a mouthful of blood. 

"Y-You're just a damn bird! Get off me!" 

"CRAAAAH!" 

Huginn mercilessly reached the chest of the Demon no matter how much he attacked, Huginn was 

unfazed! The bird quickly began tearing apart his flesh rather horrifyingly and to use his beak to peck at 

him furiously. 

The Miasma Demon tried to resist, only for the vines of Loki to show up right below the Demon and 

wrap him around tightly, piercing his skin with Loki's spikes and imbuing paralyzing venom. 

"Gyshishishi…" 

Loki started laughing evilly, as Huginn finished the Demon off mercilessly, bombarding him with 

explosive feathers. 

BOOOM! BOOOM! BOOOOMMM!!! 

The rest of the Cultists were not having a good time at all! Achlys spread out her shadows and captured 

two of them using her Shadow Tentacles and began blasting them with Shadow Beams while Silver used 

her Water Magic to fire countless Spiraling Water Projectiles at them! They ended perishing of being 

overwhelmed, without even being able to fight back… 
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"MEEEEE!" 

Belle quickly unleashed lightning out of her golden horns, electrocuting one of the Miasma Demons. The 

man easily tanked the blow, only to receive an enormous body slam from my goat, gone berserk, of 

course. 

CLAAASSSHHH!!! 

"GUUHHH…?!" 

His stomach was crushed by Belle's Headbutt, as her Berserk aura surged from her entire body. She 

quickly began moving at lightning speed, attacking from all places, and showering the man with both 

lightning and headbutts, weakening him constantly. 

"RAAAH! You're just a damn GOAT! What the heck is this?! Why… AM I LOSING AGAINST A GOAT?!" 

The man couldn't believe a Goat was beating him so easily. His claws left wounds over Belle, yeah. And 

his deadly Shadow Beams were also quite powerful, taking big chunks of her HP. 

However, the many buffs of my Skill and the Terrain stacked together granted Belle and everyone here 

an amazing regeneration of HP and MP! She spammed her Skills however she wanted, quickly 

demolishing the Man and then kicking his butt! 

CRAAASH! 

"UUAAGGH!" 

He rolled over the ground, suddenly reaching my side. 

"Take this! And this! And this!" 

SMACK! SMACK! SMACK! 

I smacked his head with my shovel several times, until my purifying spiritual essence burned his body 

into ashes. 

"GRYYYAAAAAAHHH!" 

FLAAASH! 

And he disappeared as if he were just an illusion… 

But I just killed a man! 

Ugh… it feels a bit freaky, but I really can't overthink this right now. 

"GOROROROO…" 

Meanwhile, Terra was standing right in the front lines. Her enormous body tanked magic attacks with 

ease, as her spores spread around. Some smarter Miasma Demons suddenly divided their bodies and 

generated clones through something named [Miasma Doppelganger] Spell. 
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As they began to multiply by the dozens, we got worried, but half of the army of over forty of these 

Doppelgangers was leisurely sleeping over the floor right now, while Terra stood there with a relaxed 

and calm smile. 

"Gorororo… GORO!" 

And then, she conjured Earth Magic, specifically the [Rock Spear] Spell, as countless spears made of 

rocks emerged one after the other, crushing all the Doppelgangers and making them disappear into 

ashes! 

Meanwhile, the other half of the Doppelgangers were all struggling against a single and tall knight 

covered from head to toe into a black armor, Mimy, my valiant Mimic! She unleashed countless blows 

using her Cursed Sword and Cursed Shield. Vertical Slash, Upward Slash, Horizontal Slash, Aura Blades, 

Shield Parry, Shield Reflect and more! 

CLAAASH! 

SLAAASH! 

CLAAASH! 

SLAAASH! 

The Doppelgangers were all being thrown away by her simplistic yet incredibly powerful combination of 

Skills and Techniques. The once small and soft bodied Mimic I hatched long ago had become a truly 

tanky fighter! The Doppelgangers were blown away and turned into ashes one after the other, as she 

easily cleansed them all in mere seconds! 

Some of the Miasma Demons saw the massacre and suddenly, despite being as insane as they were, 

decided to run away! However, Lily and Nieve didn't let them. 

"Where do you think you're going? Ice Spirit Magic [Winter Cage]!" 

Nieve coldly stared at the Demons as she unleashed her freezing aura, the floor suddenly froze as their 

legs were stuck in the floor! 

FLUOOSH! 

"Aaggh! I am stuck in the floor?!" 

"That tiny fairy has such powerful ice magic?!" 

"And that's not all!" 

Lily rushed forward, as she quickly reached the two Miasma Demons and conjured her powerful Spell. 

"[Mountain Shattering Rock Hammer]!" 

Her hammer suddenly was covered by countless layers of rocks, growing to an enormous size of ten 

meters, as she quickly crushed the two Miasma Demons with it! 

CRAAAASSSSHH! 



However, they survived, vomiting blood as their Miasmic Auras erupted. They freed from the ice and 

attacked back to Lily, only to be greeted by many fairies wearing armor intercepting them! 

Clash! Clash! CLASH! 

"Who are these?!" 

"Damn insects!" 

These were the Spirit Fairies I had summoned, who were now wearing icy armor and weapons thanks to 

Nieve having connected to them and became their knight commander as well. 

They were very weak and got defeated easily, but the ones beating them wasn't going to be the fairies, 

but Nieve and Lily who suddenly showed up from behind! 

Nieve covered herself with ice as she danced majestically, while Lily simply unleashed the power of 

Earth as an enormous golem made of rocks and ores showed up from behind, her Familiar, an Ore 

Golem named Stone, which quickly began smacking the two Demons alongside her with her hammer! 

CLASH! CLASH! CLASH! 

SLASH! SLASH! SLASH! 

The Miasma Demons were unable to resist all the blows, quickly turning into ashes on the spot. Their 

screams were quite terrifying, and I felt a slight amount of guilt, but once more, they were trying to kill 

everything here, so I guess they had it coming… I think so. 

As I saw everyone dealing with the Miasma Demons, I decided to waste no time, mounting over Belle 

once more as Titan followed me from the right, with Acorn and Florie behind me while Titania flew 

above me. 

"Let's go on, I'll leave the rest to you guys!" I said, quickly pushing forward as I continued purifying the 

Miasma everywhere. 

Until suddenly, with Titan and the rest, we found an enormous temple in the middle of the 

underground… 

"What is… this place?" I asked in surprise. 

"This is… An Ancient Ruin from the Age of the Gods, an Age when the Gods walked on the land. This is 

also the temple where the Tree of Beginnings roots are protected. It seems that it hasn't been touched 

yet! We came right in time!" Titania said happily. 

"Err… guys? What's that hole over there though?" Acorn wondered. 

"Hole…?" 

We all looked at the enormous hole in the floor right at the left side, which was emanating a very 

menacing aura of chaos and miasma, the strongest we had ever felt before! 

TRUUUUUUMMMMM…! 



And from within, an enormous explosion of pure Miasma erupted from its depths, covering everything 

everywhere! I quickly used my Spiritual Barrier to protect everyone. 

And from within the underground, the figure of a young man with blue hair wearing a black cloak 

emerged, floating in midair. At his side, there was an enormous sphere of pure darkness, emanating a 

destructive energy, and possessing the will of a malevolent entity. 

"So you're finally here, huh? I almost didn't made it in time…" He laughed. 
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I could clearly tell that was Jeremias and nobody else! His blue hair and all, it fit completely with the 

mind projections we saw that Titania created using Lily's memories. However, he looked different. His 

entire body was changing horribly, most of his human side was being corrupted by slimy black goo and 

countless red eyes were growing all over his face, what barely remained was his long blue hair and half 

of his face which still had a human eye. 

And that sphere at his side… It was unleashing a tremendous amount of Miasma and Chaos like I had 

never seen before! Is this also his doing? No, this feels way too strong for him to have just conjured out 

of nowhere, and when the Guider Spirit showed me the sphere's status, I lost my mind. 

[Miasmic Chaos Heart Core (Divine Grade)] 

A Monstrous mass of corruption, miasma, and spiraling chaos that has grown to an enormous size since 

the Demon King of Miasma has been using his powers to slowly corrupt the Forest of Beginnings. 

Forming it below everyone's noses in the deep underground, this sphere possess an incredible amount 

of power capable of obliterating everything within the vicinity and convert it all into a wasteland of 

miasma and death. 

This Heart Core has been finely crafted and possess several properties, such as unleashing waves of 

Miasma that infect surrounding living beings and convert them into Miasmic Beasts or infect weaker 

beings with a disease that slowly kills them, while also generating an endless amount of Miasma within 

its surroundings. It grows stronger based in how many lives it has taken through its powers, absorbing 

the souls of the damned. 

Currently being assimilated by [Jeremias] by the orders of his Master, the Demon King of Miasma, to 

become a perfect vessel of his soul. 

Wait what?! A perfect vessel? So the Demon King's plans… I see, it all makes sense now. The reason why 

there were Miasmic Monsters, and the diseases appearing, and how the Snake Queen had so much 

power, and how monsters and animals were mutating into Miasmic Beasts and all! 

Since even before I showed up here that the Demon King had been sneaking into the forest's depths all 

his powers over time, slowly and steadily, forming this mass of destructive power, a literal atomic bomb! 

With this he has been corrupting everyone and everything, and also absorbing their souls and growing 

stronger?! Does that means that all those people that have died… Acorn's grandmother, and those 

fairies that didn't made it, all of their souls were absorbed? Maybe even Saphee?! 
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No way… 

"So you're Jeremias, huh?" Titan said, quickly looking back at me. "Planta, prepare for battle." 

"I've been ready for a while now!" I roared furiously. 

Ding! 

[The power of your [Hamadryad's Heart of the Forest (Divine Grade)] has been enhanced by your 

resolve and Level growth!] 

[The Level of all [Hamadryad's Heart of the Forest (Divine Grade)]'s Abilities has been increased to Level 

2!] 

[A New Level Bonus has been added to the [Hamadryad's Heart of the Forest (Divine Grade)]!] 

Wait, isn't that…?! 

[Hamadryad's Heart of the Forest (Divine Grade)] 

A mystical tree created when a Hamadryad is born, its core and body is connected to them and its safety 

and health is dependent in the Hamadryad and vice versa. If the Hamadryad dies, so will the tree, and 

vice versa. Once the Player dies and revives, the tree will regrow anew, but as a weak sapling which will 

require a lot of specific materials to grow as big as it is now. 

This special tree contains special properties, bringing life and spiritual essence to the surroundings and 

the entire world as a whole. The stronger its Hamadryad grows, the bigger the tree will become, which 

in exchange, will empower the Hamadryad with more strength and magic power. 

Level Bonus (2): Enhances all Ability Effects by +20%. Increases the Power of Nature and Spirit Element 

Skills and Magic by +50%. 

[Special Effects 3/3] 

[Spiritual Fountain: Lv2]: The Heart of the Forest is capable of generating up to 6000 Spiritual Essence 

every day, which it emanates naturally into its surroundings. The Hamadryad can concentrate such 

essence into crystalized [Spirit Crystals] or liquid form such as [Spirit Water] at will. 

[Life Spring: Lv2]: The Heart of the Forest emanates a powerful Aura of Life Energy, anybody that is 

deemed as an ally by the Hamadryad that is within a kilometer of the Heart of the Forest will recover 

Health Points, Mana Points, and Exhaustion at x6 the normal speed. 

[Call Back Home: Lv2]: The Hamadryad and anybody it desires to bring with herself can teleport directly 

to where the Heart of the Forest is located, with a cooldown of 50 Minutes. More [Spiritual Checkpoints] 

can be created by designing a specific available tree which will connect with the Heart of the Forest, 

with a maximum capacity of up to 4 other Trees. 

Amazing, it finally grew stronger! I have this, I have the Heart of the Forest. While Jeremias might have 

the Heart of Miasma or whatever, I have this to fight against. Not only this boosts the power of 

everyone in the forest, but it also enhances my own strength as well. 

FLAAASH! 



I felt a powerful aura beginning to flow outside of my body, expanding further and further. The very 

movement of my body became swift and filled with Spiritual Essence. 

"Hmph, your powers are certainly strong, but against the power of my master, you're nothing! I don't 

have time to deal with you clowns… [Miasmic Sea]!" 

FLUOSH! 

Jeremias quickly pointed his hand from above towards us, an enormous black and purple colored magic 

circle emerged in a mere second, as a gigantic amount of liquid Miasma spiraling forwards emerged, 

clashing against our Spiritual Barriers! 

SPLAAAASSHHH! 

The Miasma was somewhat a living being of its own, attacking our Spiritual Barriers and constantly 

shattering them over and over again with an enormous amount of corrosive power! The Miasmic Sea 

began covering everything, as we were suddenly blown away! 
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SPLAAAASSSSHHH!!! 

Jeremias simply decided to fill the entire place with Miasmic Water to drown us all in here. The water 

easily consumed the Spiritual Barriers we tried to create. 

"Drown in Miasma and stay put! I know you Immortals cannot be dealt with normally!" Jeremias smiled. 

The damned man suddenly began flying away as we were all drowning on black and slimy water. From 

within the water countless red eyes appeared everywhere, tentacles began pulling us down. 

All while we were taking damage constantly and all were being inflicted with a poison-like status, it was 

like a combination of all the diseases we have healed put together! 

"Uwaaaah! Come back you damn…!" 

I couldn't even muster more words as I felt my entire body beginning to burn from the inside. I looked at 

my hands and they started to melt away! The Miasma was killing us too quickly! 

The worst part was that although I had great regeneration to everything, the Miasma was draining 

everything and didn't even let me use magic, the spirits didn't answered either, they probably all died… 

"Unnggh…! Planta, hang in there!" 

SPLASH! 

Titan suddenly began extending his body as he became taller and taller, sprouting out of the Miasma 

and then carrying me out. 

"Uuggh… GEEEH!" 

I began throwing out all the miasma I swallowed, it was melting all of my insides while I regained some 

of my MP and began healing my entire body as fast as I could. 
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"T-Titan! Are you okay?!" I asked. 

"I am alright! I can just keep creating more bark to keep on it. The buffs you've granted gave me a lot of 

stats. I can resist this better than you can most probably due to my higher durability and HP." Titan 

analyzed the situation. 

"Ugh, he's running away! I can't believe he won't even fight us!" I cried, looking as Jeremias began flying 

away from us without even giving us a glance. 

"Agghh! Planta!" 

"Lady Planta!" 

"Are you okay?!" 

I suddenly heard Rita, Lily, Acorn, Nieve, Florie, and Titania's voices. I looked behind me and saw them 

still alive. They were soaked on miasma and their HP was going down rather rapidly, but they were 

rescued by Belle and Huginn who could fly. 

Also apparently Saphee, Huginn, and Terra were immune to the Miasma, they looked completely fine on 

it! Meanwhile, my other Familiars were resisting it very well for some reason. Even Loki who was a plant 

like me was taking on the miasma no problem. 

Why is that? Is it because they're monsters? Maybe… Maybe monsters have an innate resistance to 

Miasma or even immunity to it? 

Titania was okay as she hovered over the Miasma, her spiritual projection cannot transfer magic to her 

real body so she would be alright even if she died in this form. 

"Yeah we are alright, but Jeremias is running away!" I cried. "Ugh… Damn it… DAMN IT!" 

"Don't worry, we are here for that too!" Lily said, quickly beginning to unleash all her Mana. 

"Miasma's not even that bad of a deal for me, look at all the Malice I can absorb!" Achlys suddenly 

began laughing evilly. She was actually being buffed by this?! 

FLUOOOSSSHHHH! 

"Huh?! What the…?!" 

Jeremias suddenly stopped flying away as he saw the entire sea of Miasma being absorbed by Rita, she 

generated a black hole inside of the palm of her hand and started sucking it all out! 

"Malice's Absorption! Maximum Input!" 

SPLAAAASSSSHHHH!!! 

She started using MP to absorb as much Malice as possible, which resulted in a part of the Miasmic Sea 

to begin being drained away… but that wouldn't be enough. 

"Guys, I got an idea! Use your Inventory!" I said. "Open it and suck all the water inside!" 

"Oh, that's right!" Titan said. 



We all quickly opened our Inventory and began absorbing the Miasmic Sea as if it were an item. 

SPLAAASH! 

Ding! 

[You acquired [Miasmic Water] x101!] 

[You acquired [Miasmic Water] x123!] 

[You acquired [Miasmic Water] x112!] 

[You acquired [Miasmic Water] x173!] 

[You acquired [Miasmic Water] x64!] 

[You acquired [Miasmic Water] x78!] 

[You acquired [Miasmic Water] x94!] 

… 

Items can stack up to 999 times, so we began absorbing everything with ease. Even after reaching 99 in 

Miasmic Water, we simply used a single item slot, and we had hundreds! 

"T-That's… space magic?!" Jeremias asked. "Tch! Well, no matter, I have no business with you lot now 

that I-" 

TRUUUUUUMMMMM…! 

Before Jeremias could run away any further, an enormous Mountain Wall was summoned. Lily and I 

combined our magic as I conjured the same spell by calling the Land Spirits, which suddenly began 

hearing my call once more as the Miasmic Sea started receding. 

"Mountain Wall! Mountain Wall! Mountain Wall!" 

I began spamming the same Spell over and over again, as more and more Land Spirits jumped into my 

help and materialized into these Mountain Walls. 

"Greater Crystal Wall!" 

Meanwhile, Lily combined her Earth Spirit Magic with her Crystal Magic, generating an even tougher 

Greater Crystal Wall, cornering Jeremias, and stopping his only route for escaping. 

"Y-Youuu…! You dare believe you even stand a chance?!" 

While leaving the Miasmic Core at the side, Jeremias entire body began overflowing with Miasmic and 

Chaotic Power, reaching absolutely insane volumes of power! 

TRUUUUUUMMM…! 

His very aura unleashed a powerful shockwave of darkness and miasma, infecting the Roots that had 

already been tainted once more by his Miasmic Sea. As a Hamadryad, I could hear them, the screams of 

all the trees of the forest, they were crying in pain! 



The shockwave alone threw us all into the ground, he was too powerful. His stats had been enhanced 

even more not only by his bizarre Miasmic Demon Transformation, but by that floating sphere of chaos 

he got at his side! As if things couldn't be worse, although the Miasmic Sea was consumed already, it 

was still soaking us entirely, weakening us even more and almost inhibiting us of using flashy magic. 

"Hmph… This is more like it. Kneel before the absolute might of my Master!" 


